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Abstract:
Like all the Celtic languages, Welsh displays a set of initial consonantal mutations. Most
instances of mutation have a lexical or morphosyntactic trigger, but a number of the contexts
for Soft Mutation are generally considered to be triggered under specific syntactic conditions.
This paper investigates the precise syntactic environment in which the process applies. The
idea that a major function of this mutation is to mark accusative case on the direct object of a
finite verb has a long history, encompassing both traditional grammars and also work within
the generative linguistic tradition. Recently, this proposal for ‘direct object mutation’ has
been revived and extended, within a Minimalist framework, by Ian Roberts. Roberts argues
that the mutation is linked with the raising of a finite verb, and marks (abstract) accusative
Case. Here, a range of data is considered which has not previously been discussed in
connection with syntactic Soft Mutation. On the basis of this, I argue that the trigger for
mutation proposed by Roberts is unworkable, and that the Case hypothesis is both too weak
and also too strong. An existing analysis of syntactic Soft Mutation, the XP Trigger
Hypothesis, not only captures the generalizations discussed by Roberts, but also correctly
predicts the occurrence of all other instances of the syntactic mutation, unifying these into a
single environment.
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1The syntax of Welsh “direct object mutation” revisited
1. Introduction1
Like all the Celtic languages, Welsh displays several sets of morphophonological alternations
in the initial segments of words, known as consonantal mutations. This paper investigates the
environment for just one set of mutations, known as Soft Mutation.  Many instances of Soft2
Mutation (SM) have a straightforward lexical trigger: for example, the mutation is triggered
by certain prepositions, so that we find Cymru ‘Wales’ but i Gymru ‘to Wales’; certain
possessive pronouns, such as 2SG dy, also trigger SM: so, for instance, beic ‘bike’ but dy feic
‘your bike’. Other environments for SM have a more restricted context, involving
morphosyntactic information: for example, the definite article triggers the mutation only on
feminine singular nouns: merch ‘girl’, but y ferch ‘the girl’. One environment for SM,
however, appears to be purely syntactic, and one of the most entrenched puzzles in the
analysis of Welsh syntax is how to capture the precise conditions under which this type of
mutation occurs. 
Consider first the VSO clause type shown in (1), where the object bears SM:3
(1) Prynodd       y   ddynes  feic. (beic)
bought:3SG  the woman bike
‘The woman bought a bike.’
The important research question is: what is the correct statement of the environment for this
mutation? The idea that one of the major functions of SM in Welsh is to mark accusative case
(or abstract accusative Case) on the direct object of a finite verb has a long history,
encompassing traditional grammars such as Thomas (1996: 405) as well as the linguistic
literature: see Zwicky (1984) for some early proposals in this vein. Various arguments against
the idea that SM and case-marking are connected are presented by Harlow (1989), Borsley &
Tallerman (1996) and Borsley (1997). Nonetheless, the ‘direct object mutation’ proposal has
recently been revived by Ian Roberts (1997, to appear). 
On the face of things, there appears to be a problem right away with associating the mutation
of objects with accusative case, because the direct object only mutates if it is directly
dependent on a FINITE verb. In the Aux-SVO construction shown in (2), the finite element is
the initial auxiliary, and the lexical verb appears lower down in the clause in its NON-FINITE
form, immediately followed by the object. In this construction there is no mutation on the
object:
(2) Roedd y    ddynes yn    prynu            beic/*feic. 
was     the woman PROG buy:NONFIN  bike/*bike(+SM)
‘The woman was buying a bike.’
What appears to be the syntactic type of SM does occur in a number of other contexts,
though, and Roberts’ account attempts to tie some of these occurrences of SM together in a
single environment for ‘direct object mutation’. Working within a Minimalist framework, he
links the mutation with the raising of a finite verb: the mutation trigger is v, and only an XP
2which is the structural complement of v is predicted to undergo this kind of mutation. Note
firstly that not all direct objects bear the mutation, as is clear from (1) versus (2), and
secondly that various other types of XP DO bear the mutation, as we will see in Section 3. The
term ‘direct object mutation’ therefore refers to what could be considered the canonical
instance of syntactic SM, as seen in (1). 
The main problem I outline is that there are numerous instances of syntactic SM which
Roberts’ account cannot predict, and which occur in contexts involving NO finite verb – and
hence no v – or else no v close enough to act as a mutation trigger. Roberts would presumably
be forced to treat these instances of SM as completely different phenomena, thus missing
crucial generalizations. In some cases, not only is there no v to trigger the mutation, there is
no likely triggering head at all, contrary to Roberts’ predictions. A range of new data is
considered which has not previously been discussed in connection with syntactic SM. On the
basis of these observations, I establish that the proposed link between syntactic SM and
accusative Case is spurious, and that the v trigger for mutation proposed by Roberts is
unworkable. 
In response, I argue that an existing treatment of syntactic SM not only captures the
generalization regarding when a direct object does and does not bear SM –  seen in the
simplest form in (1) and (2) – but also correctly predicts the occurrence of all other instances
of syntactic SM, unifying these into a single environment. The literature contains two major
formulations of what has become known as the XP Trigger Hypothesis, as shown in (3). Each
makes different theoretical assumptions, and different empirical predictions for a subset of
the data concerning the mutation. However, for the purposes of the data under discussion
here, either formulation will suffice. I therefore generally make no distinction between the
different analyses in (3) in what follows, though some pertinent observations are made in
Section 4. 
(3) XP Trigger Hypothesis
a. A constituent bears SM if it is immediately preceded by a c-commanding
phrase. (Borsley & Tallerman 1996)
b. A complement bears SM if it is immediately preceded by a phrasal sister.
(Borsley 1999) 
The essence of the XP Trigger Hypothesis (XPTH) is that a constituent bears SM when it is
immediately preceded by some phrasal constituent, XP. So in (1), the subject constituent (NP
or DP) y ddynes immediately precedes the object beic, and hence the latter mutates, giving
feic. In (2), on the other hand, the object beic is the complement of a non-finite verb, is
therefore not immediately preceded by a phrasal constituent, and so bears no mutation. 
In Section 2, I outline the key features of Roberts’ analysis of the syntactic environment for
Welsh SM. Section 3 is the main section of the paper, and presents a range of constructions
which are shown to be problematic for Roberts’ proposals. The major empirical problem is
that the ‘direct object mutation’ hypothesis is too weak, in that it cannot predict all instances
of syntactic SM; however, it will also be suggested that it is too strong, in that it predicts
syntactic SM where none occurs. Section 4 investigates some further issues surrounding the
analysis of mutation, and looks at theoretical questions arising from the discussion so far,
including the question of whether or not syntactic SM can reasonably be regarded as Case-
3licensing. Throughout, data from both Colloquial Welsh and Literary Welsh are cited, with an
indication of the particular register of an example specified only where relevant to the
discussion. 
2. Roberts’ account of Welsh ‘direct object mutation’ 
In this section I briefly outline the main points in the account by Roberts (t.a.); further
relevant issues are introduced in later sections as they arise. Roberts first describes informally
the conditions under which the syntactic context for SM is predicted to occur in his analysis:
Direct object mutation (DOM) applies exactly where the finite main verb
moves to the pre-subject position in a transitive clause (i.e. to [the functional
head] PERS ...). On the other hand, where an auxiliary appears initially and the
transitive main verb is realised in a non-finite form ... occupying a position in
between the subject and the object, there is no DOM. 
The analysis aims to capture the contrast between the VSO word order in (1), where SM does
occur, and the Aux-SVO word order in (2), where it does not, by linking the appearance of
the mutation to the raising of a finite main verb. In keeping with his term ‘direct object
mutation’, Roberts also proposes that DOM has a functional motivation, namely that it marks
constituents bearing Accusative Case :4
[Roberts] will argue that DOM is a phonological reflex of v, and hence –
plausibly – of Accusative Case. 
His proposal is that a DP sited in Spec, VP gets Accusative Case (ACC), and that this is
triggered by the movement of the finite verb from V to v. Under these conditions, v contains a
floating phonological feature L(enition), so that he suggests that:
V   (4) DOM is the reflex of [ L ].  
The structural complement to v is the target for the mutation, and the relevant part of the
structure for a VSO clause such as (1), under Roberts’ analysis, is thus:
(5)
       vP
             3
SUt                 vN
                   3
          v         VP
           g   3
          L Direct            VN
        Object     3SM>
  V .... 
Note that the object is in the environment for SM when the finite verb has raised past it, but
4the subject cannot be, since, as Roberts notes, subjects are generated too high in the structure. 
An object which is the dependent of a non-finite verb, as in (2), is also not in the 
environment for SM, since as a complement to V it is sited too far below the functional head
v to be a target. Roberts proposes that objects which follow non-finite verbs bear NOM rather
than ACC Case. This handles the basic instances of the (non-)mutation of subjects and
objects as illustrated in (1) and (2). I turn next to a range of constructions which are
problematic for the DOM analysis. In particular, the hypothesis is shown to be too weak, in
that it fails to predict the occurrence of mutation in a number of syntactic environments, all of
which can be unified under the XPTH proposals. 
3. Problems for the DOM account
3.1 The direct objects of non-finite verbs
As we have seen, the objects of non-finite verbs in the Aux-SVO construction do not
normally bear SM: the standard case is that shown in (2). The problem for the DOM account
is that when an XP of some kind intervenes between the non-finite verb (in italics) and its
complement, the latter constituent does indeed bear SM, as shown here:  5
PP(6) Yr   oedd Prís yn      rhagweld        [  yn 1721] dranc  yr   iaith        Gymraeg.  (tranc)
 PRT was            PROG forsee:NONFIN      in            death  the  language Welsh 
‘Prís foresaw in 1721 the death of the Welsh language.’
(Thorne 1993: 52)
AdvP(7) ... yn      ffaelio   [  ’n       glir lân]     ddyscu’r               gelfyddyd     (dyscu = dysgu)
    PROG fail:NONFIN    PRED completely learn:NONFIN-the art
‘completely failing to learn the art...’  
(Morgan 1952: 432)
In (6), the PP yn 1721 immediately precedes the complement, and in (7), the AdvP yn glir lân
‘completely’ does so: the complement in each example bears SM. This is absolutely
unexpected under Roberts’ account, and cannot be predicted by his environment for DOM,
shown in (5): the XPs which bear the mutation in these examples are the complements of V,
the non-finite verb, and not v. Since the triggering head v is not available in these examples,
being sited much higher in the clause, there is no possible trigger for the SM. In fact,
according to Roberts, the objects of non-finite verbs bear NOM rather than ACC Case, so
they should not undergo SM by the ‘direct object mutation’ rule at all.  
On the other hand, the XPTH does predict the mutation straightforwardly, since the mutated
constituent is immediately preceded by an XP trigger, shown in brackets in (6) and (7). It
looks, then, as though the XPTH not only makes the correct empirical predictions in this case,
it also unifies the mutation in examples such as (6) and (7) with other syntactic environments
for SM, such as that in (1), where the NP/DP which is the subject triggers the mutation.
3.2 The objects of impersonal passives
Under normal circumstances the single argument in an impersonal passive construction does
not bear SM:
5(8) Gwelwyd         plant/*blant.
see:PAST:PSV children/*children(+SM)
‘Children were seen.’
Roberts observes:
Here, as in passives generally, ACC is deactivated. [...]. [T]he lack of DOM in
impersonal passives is exactly what we would expect if DOM is a reflex of
ACC-licensing.
He handles this by having the voice feature PASS in v, and ‘by assuming that PASS and L are
in complementary distribution in v’. This means that for Roberts’ approach, no matter what
configuration is assumed for a passive construction, the object is not predicted to bear SM. In
fact, it is again Case-licensed as NOM in his approach.  So examples like the ones in (9)6
through (11) are highly problematic for the DOM approach: in each of these, the object of an
impersonal passive does bear SM:
(9) Gwelwyd       [hefyd]  waith celfydd iawn yn y    gystadleuaeth caligraffi.     (gwaith)
see:PAST:PSV   also work skilled   very in  the competition    calligraphy
‘Very skilled work was also seen in the calligraphy competition.’
(Thorne 1993: 52)    
(10) Lladdwyd         [hyd yn oed]  blant. (plant)
kill:PAST:PSV    even            children
‘Even children were killed.’
(Morgan 1952: 428)
(11) Casglwyd      [ganddynt] ddeg  punt. (deg)
collect:PAST:PSV   with:3PL     ten    pound
‘Ten pounds was collected by them.’
(Morgan 1952: 431)
Though Roberts cannot predict the occurrence of the mutation in these examples, under the
XPTH it is entirely predictable. The mutated constituent in each case follows an XP, the
constituent shown in brackets: an adverb phrase in (9) and (10) and a PP in (11). This reflects
an environment recognized in traditional Welsh grammar (see for instance Morgan 1952,
Thomas 1996), where it is known as ‘mutation following a parenthesis’: in the typical case,
an adverbial constituent intervenes between a passive verb or a non-finite verb and its object,
and the object then bears SM. We can now see that the examples in (6) and (7) also fall into
the same ‘parenthetical’ category, which is straightforwardly accounted for by the XPTH. 
The XPTH analysis does not regard the ‘parenthesis’ environment as particularly significant,
except in the sense that it indicates the importance of an immediately preceding XP in
triggering the mutation. The ‘parenthesis’ itself has no special status. So under the XPTH, the
canonical instance of object mutation in (1) is treated identically to the SM in (6) and (7) and
in (9) through (11). The clear implication to be taken from this disparate set of environments
is that the incidence of SM in these constructions is NOT a reflex of accusative Case licensing.
Rather, the mutation only occurs when an XP precedes the target. And a crucial piece of
6evidence that Case is not involved is that the mutation can occur on the object of a passive
verb, which, as noted by Roberts, is standardly assumed not to be Case-marked. 
Of course, it is logically possible that the instances of SM in these two sections – in examples
(6), (7) and (9) through (11) – should NOT be analysed as having the same trigger as the
‘DOM’ cases such as (1). Thus, it is possible to maintain the DOM analysis for the object of a
VSO clause, and yet have some entirely different account of the SM on other objects in Aux-
SVO constructions and in impersonal passives. Roberts does not suggest such an account, but
no doubt one could be constructed. The question is, would it be a perspicuous analysis of this
set of data, would it unify the contexts for the mutation, and would it capture the correct
generalizations surrounding the syntactic environment for Welsh SM? Already, the answer to
this question would seem to be no. 
3.3 Three-argument verbs
Another construction type which is problematic for the DOM account involves three-
argument predicates. As well as a subject (sometimes covert) and a direct object, these have a
third argument, which follows the direct object, and which bears SM just as predicted under
the XPTH, since it is immediately preceded by an NP/DP:
NP(12) Taflodd     Aled [  y    bêl]  ddwy droedfedd tuag at   Mair. (dwy)
threw:3SG                the ball   two    foot          towards
‘Aled threw the ball two feet towards Mair.’
NP(13) Dodwch        [  y    gwpan] bedair modfedd yn     nes     at  y    plât.   (pedair)
put:IMPER:2PL     the cup       four     inch       PRED nearer to the plate
‘Put the cup four inches nearer the plate.’
Under Roberts’ analysis, the crucial position in which syntactic SM is triggered is the Spec,
VP position, as shown in (5): a constituent in that position is the complement to v. Assuming
that the direct object would be in Spec, VP in (12) and (13), then the third argument of these
verbs will not be a complement to v, so v is not available as the mutation trigger for the SM
on these constituents. The assumption that the direct object IS in its normal position in Spec,
VP is necessary under Roberts’ proposals, since it bears SM as usual, as (14) shows, and this
mutation would have to be triggered by v:7
NP(14) Taflodd     [  Aled]   bêl   ddwy droedfedd tuag at   Mair. (pêl)
threw:3SG                    ball  two    foot          towards
‘Aled threw a ball two feet towards Mair.’
 
To underscore the point that v cannot be the mutation trigger in (12) and (13), note also that
when the three-argument verb is an impersonal passive, we again find the mutation on the
locative/temporal third argument:8
NP(15) Lleolir           [  y    ganolfan ymwelwyr] dair  milltir i’r gorllewin o  Wrecsam.  (tair)
locate:PRES:PSV   the centre     visitors       three mile   to-the west    of Wrexham
‘The visitor centre is located three miles to the west of Wrexham.’
7NP(16) Cynhaliwyd     [  cyfarfodydd] ddwywaith y     flwyddyn. (dwywaith)
hold:PAST:PSV        meetings       twice         the  year
‘Meetings were held twice a year.’
PP(17) Symudwyd  yr   ystafell reoli     [  wedyn] dair   milltir i ffwrdd. (tair)
move:PAST:PSV the room    control       then      three mile   away 
‘The control room was then relocated three miles away.’
In (15) and (16), the object immediately precedes the constituent bearing SM; in (17), a PP
(or perhaps an AdvP) immediately precedes it. In either case, the mutation is predicted by the
XPTH. However, as we saw in Section 3.2, in Roberts’ account impersonal passives have the
voice feature PASS in v, rather than the mutation feature L. There is therefore no possible
trigger for the SM in (15) through (17) under the DOM analysis. Furthermore, as noted for
(12) through (14), the target constituent cannot be the complement to v in any case, since the
Spec, VP position is already occupied by the object. The DOM account again fails to predict
the incidence of syntactic SM seen in this section. Once again, some alternative account of
the mutation could doubtless be constructed. However, crucially, this would fail to unite the
instances of SM seen here with those in previous sections, whilst the XPTH does exactly that. 
3.4 The mutation of subjects
Normally, subjects do not undergo SM. Under the XPTH, the reason for this is that in
unmarked word orders (VSO, Aux-SVO) there is no immediately preceding phrasal
constituent to trigger the SM. Under Roberts’ DOM account, the reason for the lack of
mutation is that subjects are higher in the clause than the trigger for SM, namely v, as shown
in the structure in (5). Nonetheless, displaced subjects often do occur in an environment for
SM, particularly in copular clauses, and therefore any analysis must have an explanation of
how this occurs. In (18), (a) illustrates the unmarked word order, where the subject retains its
canonical form, ci,  and (b) shows a more marked word order, where the subject bears SM, gi:9
(18) a. Mae ci     yn yr  ardd.
is     dog  in  the garden
‘There’s a dog in the garden.’
PPb. Mae [   yn  yr  ardd]    gi. (ci)
is            in  the garden dog
‘There’s a dog in the garden.’
In traditional grammar, this mutation is another instance of the ‘parenthesis’ environment for
SM which was mentioned above in Section 3.2. The XPTH predicts straightforwardly the
(non)occurrence of SM in (18). In (18)b., mutation is triggered by the PP preceding the
subject. Under the version of the XPTH in (3)a., for instance, we might assume that the PP
triggering the mutation is adjoined to VP, where it c-commands the target, roughly as in (19).
In (18)a., on the other hand, the PP follows ci, so there is no mutation on the subject. 
8(19)           TP
   3
   T        VP
   g         3
            mae     PP               VP
                6    3
                 yn yr ardd    NP            V                                   
   g        g 
 gi        t
Various other structures for the mutation environment are also conceivable, including (with
reference to (3)b.) the kind of flat clause structure assumed under an HPSG analysis by
Borsley (1999), where the PP and the mutated subject are sisters.
Roberts’ account of these constructions (at the end of chapter 2) is very sketchy, but he
essentially suggests that the mutated constituent in (18)b. is in Spec, VP, and the finite verb
mae ‘is’ is generated in V, raising to v (and then higher), and thus triggering the mutation
under the general case of DOM. The PP must be situated (somewhere) higher in the clause,
exactly so that it doesn’t intervene between the v and the Spec, VP position. The relevant part
of the structure Roberts suggests for locative/existential copular clauses is something along
the lines shown in (20): 
(20) 
FP
                    2
Spec          FN
(PP)          2
 F      vP
  g            2
mae v             VP
t
         Spec
g
           ci
In order to account for the absence of mutation in (18)a., the subject has to move to a higher
position in the clause, above v. Assuming the correctness of these proposals, Roberts can
indeed account for the mutation contrast in examples such as (18). Other examples of the
(non)mutation of subjects prove more problematic for Roberts. 
The first problem for Roberts’ analysis of the mutation of subjects arises with a different type
of copular construction, involving focus of an XP. Note that the conclusions drawn so far in
Sections 3.1 to 3.3 indicate that the DOM account of syntactic SM is too weak, since it fails
to predict the incidence of the mutation in numerous different constructions. But the evidence
from these focus constructions suggests that the DOM hypothesis may also be too strong, in
that it predicts SM where none actually occurs. The relevant examples have an XP-Copula-
9XP structure:
(21) Un o   brif   brosiectau’r rhaglen        yw [datblygu            cronfa ddata  ganolog].
one of main projects-the programme  is    develop:NONFIN database        central
‘One of the main projects of the programme is the development of a central database.’
(22) Peth  hawdd yw [twyllo                dyn].
thing easy     is    deceive:NONFIN man
‘It’s an easy thing to deceive a man.’
(Thorne 1993: 175)
The question is, why don’t the post-copula clauses in (21) and (22) bear SM (which would be
marked by mutation on the boldfaced non-finite verbs)? These clauses follow finite bod ‘be’,
and thus, presumably, are a complement to v. Roberts does not discuss constructions like
these, and from the brief discussion of locative/existential clauses at the end of his Chapter 2,
it is not clear what structure would be assigned to such examples. However, given that the
bracketed clauses are sentential subjects (see Jones 1993), they will presumably be in the
same low position proposed by Roberts for the subject in (18)b., i.e. the Spec, VP position:
see (20). It is then unexpected that the clausal subjects in (21) and (22) fail to bear SM, since
the DOM analysis would appear to predict that they should. If this is the case, then the DOM
hypothesis is too strong.  
Under the XPTH, however, there is no immediately preceding phrasal constituent to trigger
the SM on the clausal subjects in (21) and (22), and thus the absence of mutation is correctly
predicted. 
A second problematic context returns us again to the problem of the DOM analysis being too
weak. The examples involve the mutation of an extraposed subject, as illustrated in (23), (24)
and (25). These are Aux-SVO clauses in which the subject apparently moves to the right of
the VP:10
(23) ac    yn y    rheini ’roedd yn      nythu            dylluanod ... (tylluanod)
and  in the those   was     PROG nest:NONFIN  owls
‘And in those, owls were nesting.’
(Morgan 1952: 432)
(24) Yma mae yn      gorwedd     gorph  Richard Roberts. (corph = corff)
here  is     PROG lie:NONFIN   body
‘Here lies the body of Richard Roberts.’
(Kibre 1997: 81)
(25) Mae’n   dy   arwain           gwmwl niwl a    cholofn dân. (cwmwl)
is-PROG 2SG lead:NONFIN  cloud    mist and column fire
‘A cloud of mist and a column of fire is guiding you.’ 
(Morgan 1952: 432)
Such examples have a very formal literary flavour (see Thomas 1996: 517); they would not
10
occur naturally in the modern spoken language.  Nonetheless they are perfectly grammatical.11
The XPTH will predict the occurrence of SM on the extraposed subject, provided we assume
that the non-finite VP precedes (rather than contains) the subject NP, resulting for instance in
an adjunction structure :12
(26)        VP
3
         VP       NP
             6    6
yn dy arwain  gwmwl niwl                                        
This seems a reasonable assumption, and accords neatly with the evidence from the mutation
of the subject. 
However, these examples appear highly problematic for the DOM analysis. In order to be a
target for SM triggered by v, the subject needs to be in the Spec, VP position in Roberts’
standard clause structure (as in (5)). Crucially, this is impossible in the examples with an
extraposed subject, since this subject appears to the RIGHT of the entire VP (the progressive
aspect marker and the non-finite main verb). This means that the SM on the subject cannot be
integrated into the general case of DOM, and remains unexplained on Roberts’ analysis. For
the XPTH, the mutation is expected. 
In summary, we have seen that the DOM analysis correctly predicts the mutation on a subset
of cases with displaced subjects, but runs up against serious problems in other examples, 
since it both overgenerates and undergenerates. It wrongly predicts that mutation should occur
on post-copular clausal subjects, and fails to predict the mutation which does occur on other
right-positioned subjects. As before, the XPTH unites these cases straightforwardly. 
 
3.5 Soft Mutation in non-finite subordinate clauses
In this section I consider various instances of syntactic SM within subordinate clauses. Finite
clauses are no different to the main clauses discussed so far. In non-finite clauses, however,
we find various additional environments for syntactic SM. Starting with non-finite
complement clauses, (27) illustrates the first context for the mutation:
(27) Dymunodd     Aled  [fynd           adref]. (mynd)
wanted:3SG                  go:NONFIN  home
‘Aled wanted to go home.’
Under the XPTH the SM is predicted because the constituent bearing mutation is immediately
preceded by an XP, the subject of the matrix clause, Aled. What Roberts (84f) says about such
examples is the following:
In non-finite clauses we find that the non-finite verb-form of the embedded
clause undergoes SM under conditions exactly comparable to DOM: where the
main verb is finite it mutates [... ]. The important point for consistency with
the analysis of DOM ... is that XP [i.e. the embedded clause] is the structural
complement of v. 
11
So Roberts’ structure for the triggering of the mutation in (27) would be as follows:
Pers v XP(28) [   Dymunodd] Aled ... [  L ] [  fynd adref] 
The idea here is that DOM occurs not just on objects, but on the initial segment of whatever
constituent is the structural complement to v. The mutation on the embedded clause is
therefore also predicted under the DOM account. 
By contrast with (27), the embedded clause in (29) bears no mutation. This is also predicted
by Roberts, since the embedded clause is a complement to V (the non-finite lexical verb,
dymumo) rather than v. The matrix clause has Aux-SVO structure, and so v (and the finite
auxiliary it represents, roedd) is higher in the clause in this construction, and does not have
the embedded clause as its complement:
(29) Roedd Aled yn      dymuno          [mynd          adref]. 
was              PROG  want:NONFIN   go:NONFIN  home
‘Aled wanted to go home.’
The XPTH also predicts the absence of mutation here, since no XP immediately precedes the
embedded clause. So far, both analyses make the correct predictions about mutation in non-
finite clauses. 
Consider next some slightly more complex cases. In (30) and (31), the embedded clauses are
preceded by a PP – again, these are instances of the traditional ‘mutation following a
parenthesis’ environment, which the XPTH accounts for as previously shown:
PP(30) Mae chwant [   arnaf     i]    [fynd           adref]. (mynd)
is     desire         on:1SG me    go:NONFIN home
‘I want to go home.’ (Literally, ‘Is desire on me to go home.’)
PP(31) Erfyniodd   [   arnaf     i]   [fynd           gydag ef]. (mynd)
begged:3SG      on:1SG  me  go:NONFIN with    him
‘He begged me to go with him.’
Roberts suggests in a footnote that a similar analysis to the one he uses to account for the
mutation in copular clauses (discussed above in Section 3.4) might be made to work in such
examples. As before, he would have to argue that the PP arnaf  i raises to or is generated in a
higher position in the matrix clause, and that the finite verb is situated lower in the clause, so
that v is in the correct position to trigger mutation onto the following clausal complements.
Roberts does not develop this account in any detail, but we can assume for the sake of
argument that it works for (31). However, note that the embedded clause in (30) is not in fact
a complement to v, but rather, the complement to the head N chwant ‘want, desire’: see also
Borsley (1999: 273). Example (30) is actually an alternative word order to the basic order,
where the string chwant mynd adref  ‘desire to go home’ forms a constituent. Here, the
clausal complement immediately follows the head noun which selects it, and no SM occurs:
(32) Mae  arnaf    i    chwant   [mynd         adref]. 
is      on:1SG me desire      go:NONFIN home
12
‘I want to go home.’
Since the embedded clause is a complement to N rather than v, then the mutation which the
clause bears in (30) is NOT accounted for under the DOM analysis, whereas the XPTH does
predict the contrast in mutation between (30) and (32). 
This issue aside, what is important for Roberts in (30) and (31) is that the parenthetical PPs
are constituents of the MATRIX clause, so it is feasible to claim that they are sited above the
matrix v, which is in turn directly above the constituent bearing mutation. This assumption is
crucial to Roberts’ analysis, since the constituent bearing DOM must be a structural
complement to v. However, problems arise when the constituent bearing SM is lower down in
the embedded clause; in other words, when it is too low to be a complement to matrix v. In
these cases the mutation is NOT predicted under the DOM account. The problematic instances
of SM occur in a different type of embedded clause to those considered by Roberts: non-finite
clauses introduced by i (literally, ‘to’), such as (33):
(33) Dymunodd     Aled  [i  Mair  fynd            adref]. (mynd)
wanted:3SG                   to          go:NONFIN  home
‘Aled wanted Mair to go home.’
Here, the constituent bearing the mutation is NOT in the configuration shown in (28): the
entire embedded clause is the structural complement of v, but the non-finite verb that bears
SM is not at the start of this clause as it was in (27), and so is not a possible target for DOM.
Therefore, the mutation in (33) is completely unexpected on Roberts’ account. On the other
hand, it is accounted for unproblematically under the XPTH, since the mutated constituent
fynd adref is immediately preceded by an XP, namely the subject of the lower clause, Mair.  13
Far from being an isolated instance, variants of this i-clause construction are widely used in
Welsh complementation: see Tallerman (1998) for a full account. Some examples are shown
in (34) through (37):
(34) Mae Aled yn     awyddus [i   Rhys fynd            adre’] (mynd)
is              PRED eager        to          go:NONFIN  home
‘Aled is eager for Rhys to go home.’
(35) Synnodd         y    ffaith [i   ni orffen]             bawb. (gorffen)
surprised:3SG the fact     to us finish:NONFIN everyone
‘The fact that we’d finished surprised everyone.’
(36) Dywedir          [iddo       gael             ei       enw   oherwydd ...] (cael)
say:PRES:PSV     to:3MSG get:NONFIN 3MSG   name because 
‘It is said that it got its name because...’
(Thorne 1993: 375)
(37) Dw i’n         credu                 [i’r       plant       fynd           adre’]. (mynd)
am  I- PROG believe:NONFIN   to-the children  go:NONFIN  home
‘I think the children have gone home.’
In each of these examples, the embedded clause does not match Roberts’ environment for
DOM, given in (28). None of these clauses is a complement to a v that could trigger the
13
mutation. In (34), the i-clause is a complement to the adjective awyddus, ‘eager’; in (35) it is
the complement to the noun ffaith, ‘fact’, and in (36) the embedded clause is a complement to
a finite verb, but the verb is an impersonal passive, which, as we saw in Section 3.2, is not
associated with SM in Roberts’ account in any case. In (37), the matrix clause has Aux-
SV(O) word order, so the embedded clause is a complement to the non-finite verb credu,
rather than to v. Recall from Roberts’ analysis of (27) that under the DOM analysis, the verb
in the embedded clause can bear SM only under the conditions shown in (28) –  i.e., when
that clause is the complement to a matrix v with the L feature. None of the examples in (34)
through (37) meet that condition. It is also evident from these examples that, contrary to
Roberts’ analysis, the syntax of the matrix clause actually has no bearing on the mutation in
the embedded clause. Such examples demonstrate clearly that the DOM analysis cannot
provide a unified account of the mutation in embedded clauses. 
Under the XPTH, though, all the instances of SM in (33) through (37) are triggered LOCALLY
(here, within the embedded clause). This aspect of the analysis is important (see Section 4), as
it brings the environment for this mutation into line with that of other triggered mutations,
thus allowing a general statement over all mutation environments: the trigger immediately
precedes the target in each case. The trigger is of course the preceding XP, the subject of the
embedded clause.  Thus the XPTH neatly captures both the correct empirical observations14
and the local nature of the mutation, whilst the DOM account cannot predict the occurrence
of mutation in any of these examples. 
Non-finite adverbial i-clauses are similarly problematic for the DOM account. Again, these
are not the structural complements to a matrix v; as adverbial clauses, in fact, they are not
complements at all. Yet they do exhibit syntactic SM, which once again appears on the non-
finite verb. Some examples are shown below:
(38) [Wrth  i Aled ddod              allan], mi   aeth        Mair i mewn. (dod)
  as      to        come:NONFIN out      PRT went:3SG         in
‘As Aled came out, Mair went in.’
(39) [Erbyn iddyn  nhw  fynd],        roedd pawb      wedi  darllen          y     llythyr.  (mynd)
  by      to:3PL they  go:NONFIN  was   everyone PERF  read:NONFIN the  letter
‘By the time they went, everyone had read the letter.’
As before, the XPTH predicts the SM straightforwardly, since the non-finite verb bearing the
mutation is immediately preceded by an XP, the subject of the adverbial clause (shown in
bold). But since there is no possible triggering v within these clauses, the DOM account
cannot predict the mutation. 
Once again, it would be possible for a proponent of the DOM analysis to suggest that the
mutation in all the examples of subordinate clauses seen in this section are handled by some
other principle. But then it would be legitimate to ask, could that other principle also give a
unified account of the remaining examples of SM that we have seen so far in Sections 3.1
through 3.5? The XPTH does provide such an account, and thus appears to be preferable. 
3.6  Ddaru clauses
A common way of forming the past tense in northern varieties of colloquial Welsh uses an
invariant element ddaru in initial position, as in (40) and (41). Etymologically, ddaru comes
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from the verb darfod ‘happen, die, finish’, but in the modern colloquial language ddaru has
undergone grammaticalization, and seems to be simply a tense marker. The subject and the
matrix lexical verb, in its non-finite form, follow this marker: the lexical verb bears SM, as
predicted under the XPTH, since it follows the subject XP. It is uncontroversial that these
elements form a single clause, so the non-finite verbs which bear the mutation are not, for
instance, within a control or raising infinitival clause.
(40) Ddaru Aled   fynd           adre’ (mynd)
PAST              go:NONFIN home
‘Aled went home.’
(41) Ddaru nhw   drio     torri                fewn. (trio)
PAST    they   try:NONFIN break:NONFIN in
‘They tried to break in.’
There is no evidence for treating ddaru in (40) and (41) as a normal finite verb that raises,
since it does not have an inflectional paradigm at all. It displays no subject markers and no
tense contrasts. A reasonable claim is that ddaru is a past tense marker which doesn’t raise,
but is generated in T. If this is true, then there’s no movement of a finite verb, no v, and hence
no trigger for SM in examples like (40) and (41). The DOM account cannot then predict the
occurrence of the mutation in ddaru clauses. 
In Section 3 I have examined a range of data which throw up serious empirical and theoretical
problems for the DOM account of mutation. In each case, we have seen that these problems
do not arise in the XPTH account. In the final section, a range of theoretical issues
surrounding the analysis of mutation are considered in detail.
4. Mutation environments, Case and theoretical considerations
In this section I examine some of the more general theoretical issues that arise from the
discussion so far. Section 4.1 asks whether Roberts’ generalized environment for mutation,
involving head government by a functional element, can be sustained in the face of numerous
counterexamples. Section 4.2 considers in more depth the question of whether Welsh
syntactic SM behaves like Case-licensing, and concludes that it does not. Section 4.3 treats
the issue of structure, outlines some problems for the DOM analysis in terms of the
assumptions it makes, and considers questions raised by the postulation of empty categories.
4.1 Mutation: head government by a functional category? 
Roberts suggests in Chapter 2 that one of the advantages of his proposal over XPTH accounts
such as Borsley & Tallerman (1996) is that he presents a unified treatment of all types of
mutation, in terms of the syntactic configuration in which mutations are triggered in Welsh.
He proposes the following generalized environment, where Y represents some functional
head:
(42) Mutation regularly affects the leftmost segment, if this is [–cont] or [+son], in XP in
the configuration:
15
           YN
               3
Y         XP
where Y is a mutation trigger.  (Roberts t.a. 96)
The idea is that mutation is assigned under head government by a functional category onto the
phrasal complement of that head. Roberts places a great deal of emphasis on the idea of
unifying as far as possible all types of mutation so that they meet with this environment. By
having the functional head v as the trigger for DOM, he essentially aims to integrate the
environment for syntactic SM with the mutation environments for, say, a preposition and its
complement, or a determiner or a numeral and their NP complements. One of the main
criticisms he has of the XPTH accounts is that they fail to unite ‘direct object mutation’ under
what he considers to be the ‘general characterization of initial consonantal mutation’. The
reason for this is that XPTH accounts allow the existence both of lexical/morphosyntactic
triggering environments and also syntactic triggering environments, rather than claiming that
all instances of mutation have a functional element as a trigger.
The problem for Roberts’ alternative proposal is that there are numerous additional
environments for SM which are NOT plausibly analysed as involving head government by the
functional element v (or any other functional head). We have already encountered a number
of instances of these in the preceding sections: most notably, the head government account
cannot handle the mutated objects of non-finite verbs and impersonal passives, discussed in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2; the mutation of the third argument of three-argument predicates,
discussed in Section 3.3; the mutation of extraposed subjects adjoined to VP, discussed in
Section 3.4; the mutation occurring within the i-clause construction, discussed in Section 3.5;
and the mutation of the non-finite verb in ddaru clauses, Section 3.6. All of these are, on the
other hand, accounted for by the XPTH. 
However, there are yet other environments for SM which are not lexically triggered, but
which do not fall under the generalization made by the XPTH either. In other words, the
XPTH cannot handle ALL the instances of SM which are not lexically triggered – and nor
does it claim to. The point here is that the remaining instances of SM do not fall under the
‘head government’ generalization proposed by Roberts either. In other words, the head
government proposal does not constitute a better account of the totality of mutation
environments, because it cannot account for all mutation contexts. 
One environment in particular is noted by Roberts (Chapter 3) as not falling within the head
government schema.  This concerns prenominal adjectives, which trigger SM on the head N15
that follows. Roberts cites examples such as (43), and comments that apart from quantifiers,
N can be preceded only by ‘a handful of other words, all of which can arguably be treated
along the lines of prefixes like cyn- (‘former/ex-’), i.e. as elements adjoined to N’ (t.a. 95).
(43) yr   hen bobl (pobl)
the old people
Presumably, if one could reduce the set of prenominal adjectives to a mere set of prefixes, the
fact that they don’t meet with the generalized mutation schema would not be crucial.
Unfortunately, it is simply not the case that only ‘a handful of words’ may precede N. A very
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small set of adjectives standardly precede N, certainly, but examples involving adjectives
outside this set are easily found, because AN word order can be used freely for stylistic effect,
and is often associated with a literary or poetic style. Some examples are shown in (44),
slightly adapted from Morgan (1952:12f):
(44) a. y    liwgar      ddaear (daear)
the colourful earth
b. y    radlon  ferch (merch)
the kindly  woman
The point is that this incidence of SM is PRODUCTIVE: far from involving just a small set of
listable lexical items which precede N, in fact (as a stylistic device) any semantically suitable
adjective may occur prenominally. In other words, the possible prenominal adjectives cannot
be reduced to a set of prefixes, as suggested by Roberts. Any analysis of the instances of SM
in examples like (44) must take their productivity into account. Tallerman (1999) proposes
such an analysis, which handles the mutation in terms of markedness: given a marked
Modifier + Head word order, the head undergoes SM. This unifies the occurrence of SM in a
number of superficially disparate environments.  Note that Tallerman argues that prenominal16
adjectives are actually heads, but since they take another head (the noun) as complement,
rather than having a phrasal complement, the generalized environment for mutation proposed
by Roberts (see (42)) would not be met. It seems, then, that even without taking into account
the problems noted in Section 3, not all instances of SM can be united under the head
government generalization. 
4.2 Case and mutation
In Section 3 I argued that the XPTH gives a better empirical account of the environments for
syntactic SM than Roberts’ DOM analysis. However, one potential criticism of the XPTH is
that it does not tie in very obviously with what we know about cross-linguistic syntax, in the
sense that its properties are not reminiscent of other syntactic effects. An evident advantage of
the DOM proposal, if it could be made to account for all the data seen so far, is that it would
integrate the environments for syntactic SM with a recognized and robust phenomenon, that
of Case-licensing. Of course, the main problem is that the DOM account has been shown to
be empirically flawed – fatally flawed, if the arguments adduced here are accepted. There are,
though, a number of specific arguments which indicate that syntactic SM is in fact not
connected with Case-licensing. 
The first piece of evidence is that syntactic SM occurs on constituents that do not bear Case,
as illustrated in the copular clauses in (45) through (48), where AP and PP predicates bear the
mutation: 
AP(45) Dw  i   [  lawn mor grac    â  chi]. (llawn)
am   I      full    as    angry as you
‘I’m just as angry as you.’
AP(46) Mae o   [  rywfaint    yn      wahanol]. (rhywfaint)
is      he      somewhat PRED different
‘It’s somewhat different.’
PP(47) Roedd  ei    thí     hi [  dafliad carreg  i   lawr  y    ffordd]. (tafliad)
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was      3FS  house her    throw   stone    to down the road
‘Her house was a stone’s throw down the road.’
(Borsley & Tallerman 1996: 37)
PP(48) Mae’r golchdy      agosaf [  dair  milltir i ffwrdd]. (tair)
is-the   launderette nearest     three miles  away
‘The nearest launderette is three miles away.’
Roberts does not discuss copular constructions of this particular type, but extrapolating from
his proposal for other copular clauses (see Section 3.4 above), the DOM account seems to
predict that the bracketed phrases are in an environment for SM: the finite copula, moving
through v, will take the predicate phrases as its complement. However, since AP and PP
predicates are not standardly considered to be Case-bearing, the existence of the mutation in
these examples is problematic for Roberts. The XPTH, on the other hand, handles the
instances of SM in (45) through (48) straightforwardly: the mutation trigger is the subject XP,
shown in bold. What is more, the mutation environment in these examples is unified with all
the other instances of syntactic SM discussed above.  
The second issue concerns complement clauses. Note firstly that it has often been observed
that wh-clauses do not bear SM; see for instance Borsley & Tallerman (1996: 6f), from which
the following (including the judgements) are taken:
(49) Gwn          i    [pwy/*bwy      a     ddaeth        yn ôl].
know:1SG I     who/who+SM  PRT come:PAST back
‘I know who came back.’
(50) Gwn         i    [pa/*ba                   lyfr    i’w       ddarllen]. 
know:1SG I    which/which+SM book   to-3MS  read:NONFIN
‘I know which book to read.’
Roberts suggests that the DOM account predicts the lack of mutation, since CPs are not Case-
marked,   and the wh-complementizer blocks head government from outside CP by17
minimality. He also comments that this must be stipulated under the XPTH approach, but
falls out from his Case-licensing proposals. However, the situation is complicated by various
factors. In fact, wh-items appear to bear SM rather variably, even in what would normally be
a rigid environment for the mutation.  As a result, wh-clauses can be found which do indeed18
bear SM in a DOM environment. But if clauses cannot bear Case, as Roberts suggests, then
the mutation evidently cannot be a function of Case-marking:19
(51) Os gwyddoch ba      swyddfa sy’n              delio â’ch          materion treth...   (pa)
if   know:2PL which office     is:REL-PROG deal   with-your matters   tax  
‘If you know which office is dealing with your tax affairs...’
(http://www.inlandrevenue.gov.uk/cymraeg/pdfs/ir45.pdf) 
(52) Dynodwn ba       rai    o’r       categorïau  a      allai  fod yn     berthnasol.        (pa)
note:1PL   which ones of-the categories    PRT could be  PRED relevant
‘We note which of the categories could be relevant.’
(http://www.lcd.gov.uk/foi/publications/cymraeg-lcdps.pdf)
(53) Ticiwch        ba       rai    o’r      manylion  canlynol    sydd     i’w      neilltuo.      (pa)
18
tick:IMP:2PL which ones of-the details       following are:REL to-3PL  set.aside
‘Tick which of the following details are to be set aside.’
(http://www.wrexham.gov.uk/assets/pdfs/planning/appform1W.pdf)
This variability indicates that wh-complements are not particularly useful – to any analysis – 
for testing the environments for syntactic SM. Certainly, they cannot be used as evidence to
support an analysis proposing that the mutation reflects Case-licensing: at best, they are
neutral.  20
The third issue concerns the phenomenon of abstract Case itself. The attempt to tie syntactic
SM to Case is an interesting one, but the conditions under which the mutation occurs actually
do not look much like Case-licensing. Under Roberts’ proposals, displaced subjects (see
Section 3.4) are not Case-licensed in the same way as subjects in the unmarked word order.
For instance, in (18), repeated here as (54), ci is NOM in (a) but (in its mutated form gi) ACC
in (b). 
(54) a. Mae ci     yn yr  ardd
is     dog  in  the garden
‘There’s a dog in the garden.’
PPb. Mae [   yn  yr  ardd]    gi. (ci)
is            in  the garden dog
‘There’s a dog in the garden.’
Within the DOM analysis, then, the claim is that it is the difference in word order alone
which gives rise to a different form of Case.  21
In fact, for several of the constructions examined in Section 3, we find that the presence or
absence of a ‘parenthetical’ XP is the only difference between a constituent that bears SM and
one that does not. For instance, the objects of impersonal passives (see Section 3.2) are
licensed as NOM in Roberts’ approach; recall that like subjects, these do not normally bear
SM: see (8). However, we saw in (9) through (11) that the objects of such passive verbs do
bear SM, if a parenthetical XP precedes them. Another example is shown as (55): in (a), the
object is not a target for the mutation, whilst in (b), where a PP precedes the object, mutation
occurs:
(55) a. Gwelwyd        gwybodaeth drylwyr. 
see:PAST:PSV   information thorough
‘Detailed information was seen.’
PPb. Gwelwyd      [  gan yr  ymgeiswyr]  wybodaeth   drylwyr. 
see:PAST:PSV       by   the candidates    information  thorough
‘Detailed information was seen by the candidates.’
Under the DOM proposals, the object must presumably be licensed as NOM in (a) but must
somehow (despite the absence of a triggering L feature in v) be licensed as ACC in (b), since
for Roberts the mutation is associated with ACC Case. Note, however, that without any
change in meaning, the PP can equally well FOLLOW the object in the (b) example, to give the
string Gwelwyd gwybodaeth drylwyr gan yr ymgeiswyr, where there is no mutation on the
object – in which case, it is presumably licensed again as NOM. Cross-linguistically, this is
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hardly reminiscent of what we know about typical case-marking, which does not fluctuate
according to inconsequential distinctions in surface word order. 
Exactly the same issue arises with the objects of non-finite verbs, discussed in Section 3.1.
Under Roberts’ proposals, these are Case-licensed as NOM. Yet we saw that (when preceded
by an XP) they do indeed bear the mutation which Roberts associates with ACC Case. Are
those objects which bear SM then licensed (somehow) as ACC, whilst the exact same phrases
will be licensed as NOM in the absence of a preceding XP? 
The point here is that the conditions under which syntactic SM occurs appear to be very
superficial: displacement of constituents often gives rise to the mutation; the addition of an
entirely optional parenthetical XP gives rise to it. A phrase will under some circumstances
bear the mutation, and under trivially different circumstances will not. To be consistent,
Roberts’ analysis would have to contend that the selfsame constituents are licensed either as
ACC or NOM, depending on a negligible distinction in the syntactic environment, and with
no corresponding semantic distinction. 
Furthermore, phrases that bear syntactic SM are very often not the kinds of phrase that we
expect to be Case-licensed. We saw in Section 3.5 (see (33) through (39)) that non-finite
verbs undergo the mutation: presumably, the target constituent in these cases is a VP, which
is not a Case-marked constituent. Example (37), repeated here as (56), is representative:
VP(56) Dw i’n         credu                 i’r      plant       [  fynd           adre’]. (mynd)
am  I- PROG believe:NONFIN  to-the children        go:NONFIN  home
‘I think the children have gone home.’
In (45) through (48) above, we saw that APs and PPs can undergo syntactic SM. Case-
licensing, in contrast, does not deal with non-nominal constituents, but handles the licit
positions for NP/DP constituents, and perhaps complement clauses in addition. Altogether, in
fact, syntactic SM has little in common with Case-licensing, which we would expect to
handle only nominal constituents, to be a much less superficial phenomenon, and crucially, a
phenomenon much less subject to trivial variation. 
Once again, it would be perfectly possible to maintain the DOM account for the
straightforward instances of mutation, but have some other account of the mutation on non-
nominal constituents. However, the XPTH unifies all these instances of mutation under one
single environment, and is thus a more parsimonious explanation. 
4.3 Mutation, structure and empty categories
A final issue concerns the assumptions made about structure in accounts of mutation. It was
first noted by Tallerman (1990) that analyses which assume a great deal of abstract structure,
and in particular the traces of verb movement, have a particular problem in accounting for
mutation processes; see also Borsley (1999: 280f). All analyses, including that of Roberts,
stress a) the fact that triggers for mutation must be adjacent to their targets, and b) the fact
that mutation is sensitive only to post-movement configurations. However, if the traces of
verb movement are present at the stage at which the triggering of mutation applies – which in
Roberts’ account is actually requisite, since the feature L in v is the trigger for DOM – then
some of this structure will inevitably intervene between the trigger and the target for
mutation. That this is a problem can be illustrated using an example of Roberts’:
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NP(57) Gall [  y     dyn] ddreifio’r              car. (dreifio)
can         the man drive:NONFIN-the car
‘The man can drive the car.’
The relevant part of the structure (which includes assumptions made by Roberts in later
sections of the book) is proposed to be as follows:
(58) vP
                  3
     v                VP
     g    3      
    L       V              AspP         
  g  3
gall                        t        Asp           Agr-PrtP
 3
                                Agr-Prt
g
      ddreifio
Note that the trigger for DOM, L in v, is NOT adjacent to the target dreifio, because at the very
least, the trace of the raised finite verb intervenes. Furthermore, the mutation target is not the
structural complement of v, contra Roberts’ own proposals. Presumably, one could argue that
the intervening trace is deleted at whatever level the mutation applies – but then it is hard to
see how the v head could still be available to act as the mutation trigger. 
The existence of a certain amount of empty structure must be assumed by more or less any
account of mutation: for instance, XPTH accounts rely crucially on the ability of the Case-
marked empty categories pro and wh-trace to trigger SM, just as if they were overt nominal
XPs: see for instance Borsley (1999: 293f).  However, it seems reasonable to argue that a22
specific empty category is a mutation trigger, but an entirely different proposition to allow an
unlimited and unconstrained amount of structure to intervene between trigger and target.
Given this problem, it may well transpire that a more perspicuous account of Welsh mutation
is one that takes a more ‘surface’ approach, with a simpler structure and fewer empty
categories: Borsley (1999) outlines the principles of such an approach within the HPSG
framework. An alternative is that mutation applies at some level of the grammar which can
‘see’ only the relevant structure: perhaps, for instance, the type of prosodic structure which is
directly informed by syntactic considerations actually cues the mutation (for some preliminary
thoughts along these lines see Hannahs 1996). Clearly, there is still work to be done on this
question. 
4.4 Conclusion
I have argued in this paper that the DOM account of syntactic environments for Welsh Soft
Mutation is unworkable in various ways. The DOM account was shown to be too weak, in
that it fails to predict numerous instances of syntactic SM, but also too strong, in that it
predicts mutation where none occurs. Additionally, the DOM account of syntactic SM as
Case-marking was shown to be problematic both in empirical and theoretical terms.  On the
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other hand, an existing account of the syntactic environment for SM, the XPTH, was shown
to make a robust generalization over a wide range of data, much of it not previously discussed
in the linguistic literature. Other issues remain for future research, including, for instance, 
unanswered questions concerning the level at which syntactic (and other types of) mutation
applies, and about the role of empty categories. The precise nature of the XPTH and its
theoretical implications also merit more attention: why exactly should a phrasal category
trigger the mutation, and how is the mutation triggered? For now, these questions remain
unanswered. 
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1. Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the Fourth Celtic Linguistics
Conference, Cambridge, September 2003; the Linguistics Association of Great Britain
Autumn Meeting, Oxford, September 2003; the Linguistic Society of America Annual
Meeting, Boston, January 2004; and at departmental seminars at University College
London, University of Essex and University of Durham in October and November
2003. Thanks are due to all these audiences, who helped me refine and sharpen my
ideas. I am particularly grateful to Dick Hudson and Annabel Cormack for extensive
(and highly insightful) discussion of the mutation problem. I would also like to thank
Bob Borsley, S.J. Hannahs, Brian Joseph, Greg Stump and David Willis, as well as
the anonymous referees, for their helpful commentary on earlier drafts.  Grateful
thanks too to my Welsh consultant Dr. Lewis Davies. Remaining errors and omissions
are my own. 
2. Nine consonants undergo Soft Mutation, thus (note that /g/ deletes under SM):
Canonical form: p t k b d g m Â r8
SM form: b d g v D – v l r
In Welsh orthographic representation, /k/ is ‘c’, /v/ is ‘f’, /D/ is ‘dd’, /Â/ is ‘ll’ and
/r8/ is ‘rh’.
3. In all examples, the mutation shows up on the leftmost element of the target
constituent, and not, for instance, on the head of that constituent. If the leftmost
element happens not to begin with a mutable consonant, then the constituent bears no
other signs of that particular mutation. In what follows, I underline the element that
undergoes the relevant mutation, and give its canonical form in parentheses on the
right of the example. Instances of mutation not germane to the discussion will not be
noted. 
4. Note that this is strictly abstract Case; Welsh has no morphological case. 
5. In (6) the complement is a direct object, but in (7) it is a clause, the mutated element
being the non-finite verb at the start of the clause.
6. As Roberts also notes, there is good evidence from cliticization that the argument of
NOTES
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an impersonal passive is an object rather than a subject: see for instance Comrie
(1977) and Borsley (1997: 38f). The subject is sometimes considered to be PRO (see
Borsley & Tallerman 1996: 22ff). Roberts suggests that the subject position is actually
empty, and that the Extended Projection Principle does not hold in the standard form
(which would require a subject) in Welsh. 
7. There are two instances of SM triggered under the XPTH in (14): the first, on bêl, is
triggered by the subject Aled, and the second, on ddwy droedfedd, is triggered by the
object bêl. Within the constituent ddwy droedfedd tuag at Mair,  ddwy droedfedd is
arguably the specifier of  the ‘towards’ PP: see Borsley (1999) for some discussion of
these structures. However, the preposition tua(g), like other prepositions
synchronically, does not undergo soft mutation, even when in an appropriate
environment: see Ball & Müller (1992: 201).  
8. If the third dependent of these verbs is in fact an adverbial, rather than a complement,
then it is likely to be the case that the mutation occurs much more randomly: it is well
documented in the literature on SM that adverbials are not consistent targets for
mutation; see for instance Williams (1980: 14), Tallerman (1990: 401f), Thorne
(1993: 41), Borsley & Tallerman (1996: 14f) and Borsley (1999: 277ff). It is very
probable that in instances where adverbials do mutate, the mutation should not be
regarded as triggered mutation at all. The accounts both of Roberts (t.a.) and of
Borsley (1999) regard complements but not adverbials as possible targets for
mutation. An anonymous referee for Lingua asks about the mutation of adverbials in
examples like the following:
(i)  Mae Siân yn       gweithio         bob   dydd. (pob)
      is     Jane PROG  work:NONFIN  every day
      ‘Jane works every day.’
Although the mutation of many adverbials appears to be optional, or subject to
dialectal or idiolectal variation, pob ‘every’ when used in adverbial phrases always
bears SM. It is unlikely that there is any triggering factor for this mutation, but this
state of affairs is not unusual, however: other adverbials display a fossilized SM too,
e.g. ddoe ‘yesterday’ (< doe). 
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9. An anonymous referee for Lingua notes the following alternative, where the subject
also bears SM:
(i) Mae yna    gi   yn yr  ardd. (ci)
     is     there dog in the garden
     ‘There’s a dog in the garden.’
Such examples are discussed by Borsley & Tallerman (1996: 11f), where it is
proposed that yna ‘there’ is a PP, and thus a trigger for SM under the XPTH. 
10. The question of whether the subject is literally moved rightwards, or whether the VP
is moved to the left of the subject, perhaps depends more on the theoretical
assumptions made than on any specific evidence for either of these possibilities. 
11. Thomas (1996: 517) notes that the following word order is the usual one (i.e. Aux-
SVO):
(i) Mae cwmwl niwl a     cholofn dân  yn     dy    arwain. 
     is      cloud   mist  and column  fire PROG 2SG  lead:NONFIN
                ‘A cloud of mist and a column of fire is guiding you.’ 
12. Under the somewhat different assumptions made by Borsley (1999) within an HPSG
framework, the XPTH (as in (3)b.) would operate with a flat clause structure, where
the displaced subject would simply be a sister of the VP. 
13. Although it might appear at first glance that the string i Mair forms a PP in examples
like (33), there is clear evidence that it is not in fact a constituent; see Borsley (1986:
76), Hendrick (1988: 181) and Sadler (1988: 38). So although traditional grammars
would again treat the SM in these examples as instances of ‘mutation following a
parenthesis’, i.e. a PP, this is not correct. However, the XPTH nonetheless handles the
SM straightforwardly, as indicated in the main text. 
14. In (36), the subject of the lower clause is the null subject pro, which is a standard
trigger for SM under the XPTH, just as an overt nominal phrase would be. 
15. Roberts notes as well that numerals which trigger mutation on the following N are
also not instances of head government, given his assumptions, though he suggests that
by introducing further structure, numerals could be made to conform by being treated
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as the head of some intervening phrase between D and N. 
16. An anonymous referee for Lingua asks about examples involving prenominal
comparative adjectives, as in (i) and (ii), where no mutation occurs:
(i) neisiach person (ii) cryfach  dyn
     nicer      person       stronger man
These are also discussed in Tallerman (1999), where it is argued that since the
prenominal position for comparatives is the unmarked position, then no mutation
occurs: as noted in the text, the mutation on the head nouns in examples such as (44)
is a function of the marked nature of the construction. 
17. The non-finite embedded clauses discussed in Section 3.5 are not considered to be
CPs in Roberts’ analysis, so it is unproblematic that they are Case-marked and bear
mutation under the DOM proposals. 
18. Note, for instance, the following pairs, all found on the internet. In each, the wh-
phrase is the complement of a standard lexical trigger for SM; in the (a) examples, it
resists mutation, whilst in the (b) examples, it bears mutation.   
(i)a.  Mae’n   rhaid        i’r      llythyr gael ei    arwyddo gan pwy bynnag sydd 
is-PRED necessary to-the letter   get  3MS sign        by   whoever        is:REL  
wedi arwyddo adran  09.
PERF sign         section
‘The letter must be signed by whoever has signed section 09.’ 
    b.  Mae’r testun yno    i’w      gipio gan bwy bynnag a     fynno.
 is-the  text    there  to-3MS look  by   whoever      PRT wish:SUBJ
‘The text is there to be examined by whoever wishes.’
(ii)a. neu pwy bynnag sydd   â       chyfrifoldeb   dros ofalu am blant 
or    whoever       is:REL with responsibility for    care for children
‘or whoever has responsibility for caring for children’
         b. neu bwy bynnag sy’n               talu am y   gwaith
or    whoever       is:REL-PROG pay for the work
‘or whoever is paying for the work’
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(iii)a.   ...yn     cyfeirio  yn      benodol at   pwy  sy’n     gymwys ...
  PROG refer        PRED specific   to  who   is:REL  eligible
‘specifically referring to who is eligible’
       b. Mae’r camera yn     symud  at  bwy bynnag sy’n     siarad.
is-the camera PROG move    to  whoever       is:REL speak 
‘The camera moves towards whoever is speaking’
19. These are wh-complements to finite verbs, and are thus the complement of v, the
trigger for SM under Roberts’ analysis. Under the XPTH, the trigger for SM would be
the null subject  pro in each example. 
20. A referee for Lingua asks about the relevance of bod complement clauses such as
those in (i ) and (ii); see Tallerman (1998: 94ff) for extensive discussion of the syntax. 
(i) Mae Aled yn     credu                [bod           Mair wedi mynd]. 
is              PROG believe:NONFIN be:NONFIN           PERF  go:NONFIN
‘Aled believes that Mair has gone.’
(ii) Gwn          i [fod            Mair yn      mynd          yfory]. (bod)
know:1SG  I   be:NONFIN            PROG  go:NONFIN tomorrow
‘I know that Mair is going tomorrow.’
The embedded bod clause in (i) is the complement to a non-finite verb, and displays
no mutation, whilst the embedded clause in (ii) does bear SM, hence fod. The
mutation contrast in these examples is predicted by both the DOM account and the
XPTH; the DOM account attributes the mutation to the v associated with the finite
verb gwn, and the XPTH regards the matrix subject i ‘I’ as the mutation trigger. This
environment is in fact exactly parallel to the contrast between the complement clauses
in (29) versus (27), discussed in Section 3.5 above. For Roberts, the question is why
the bod clauses are not also resistant to Case, if they are CPs: Roberts suggests in a
footnote that only formally finite CPs are Case-resistant, but in fact this proposal
needs some amendment, since the embedded clause in (50) is NON-finite, but also fails
to bear mutation. Note that in any case, the mutation of bod clauses is subject to a vast
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amount of idiolectal variation in the colloquial language: see the remarks in Williams
(1980: 171) and King (2003: 311). 
21. Compare this situation to that of postverbal subjects in Italian, which are standardly
considered to be Nominative, even though they are in a non-canonical position. 
22. Both pro and wh-trace trigger SM according to the XPTH:
(i) Prynodd      pro feic. (beic)
bought:3SG          bike
‘He/she bought a bike.’
(ii) y ddynes    werthodd  wh-t  feic (beic)
the woman sold:3SG            bike
‘the woman who sold a bike’
However, whilst the Case-marked nominal empty categories are mutation triggers,
PRO and NP-trace are not; see Borsley & Tallerman (1996) for further details. So for
instance, we find a mutation contrast in (iii) vs. (iv): PRO is simply inert for the
purposes of mutation, neither triggering mutation, as shown by (iii), nor blocking a
preceding mutation trigger from ‘reaching across’ it to target the following
constituent, as shown in (iv). As Greg Stump points out to me, this is reminiscent of
the fact that in English, PRO and NP-trace do not block wanna/hafta contraction – Do
you want PRO to/wanna read the paper?, There has t to/hasta be a better solution –
whilst wh-trace does block the contraction, cf. Who do you want t to/*wanna read the
paper?.  
(iii) Roedd hi’n           penderfynu      [PRO  mynd]. 
was      she-PROG decide:NONFIN               go:NONFIN
‘She was deciding to go.’
(iv) Penderfynodd  hi     [PRO fynd]. (mynd)
decided:3SG     she        go:NONFIN
‘She decided to go.’
For the XPTH, the SM trigger in (iv) is the matrix subject hi ‘she’. 
